Zoom in on our different lafuma mobilier ranges

In this article, we wanted to give you a summary of our different categories of products to help you choose
the best model to furnish your outdoor living space, and which will be with you in your moments of daily
relaxation.
The famous relaxation chairs
It can sometimes prove to be difficult to choose between these armchairs, which are all as comfortable as
each other. To find the perfect relaxing chair, we have prepared a little summary which may come in handy.
Nevertheless, certain criteria apply to all of our Relax chairs, such as the 127° position, for assured comfort.
The multi-position seat is adjustable, and with stabilisers located under the armrests, you can gently tilt
yourself back. All of our chairs are equipped with adjustable headrests for comfort which goes beyond the
norm, except for the Evolution Air Comfort model which has an integral headrest.
Being both resistant to UV rays and to weather damage, the fabrics on our Relax chairs are all different and
all comfortable. They can be changed very quickly to suit your tastes.
In other words, there are many opportunities to relax, both indoors and outdoors!

There’s nothing better than the classic deckchair for basking in the sun
Fancy enjoying a moment of relaxation on the patio or by the pool? Our range of deckchairs is perfect for
you.
From the Maxi Transat to the Transabed, there are all types of colours to appeal to everyone’s tastes…
You are bound to recognise the essential deckchair by Lafuma Mobilier, but you are maybe not as familiar
with the sunlounger Transabed.
Our Maxi Transat chairs adjust to 4 positions and have a wide seat, they offer a compact folded size and are
light, making them easy to move wherever you like. What makes the Transabed stand out are its three
positions, which are adjustable with snaphooks level with the armrests, including one completely flat
position, giving you the opportunity to enjoy sunbathing in deep comfort.
And to enhance its seating, the duo Transabed/foot rest Next, lets you really relax from head to toe.

Our sun loungers, or a complete invitation to laze around...
For people who cannot sit still out of impatience for afternoon sunbathing, we have THE solution.

Our sun lounger, available in three styles, has all the characteristics to meet all of your expectations. It is
the perfect chance to sprawl out by the pool, on the patio or even in the garden.
But we lean even more towards our irresistible Miami, a combination of style and technicity. Movable,
thanks to its 2 rear wheels, there is no need to fold it up to move it from one end of your garden to the
other.
You can enjoy afternoons lazing in the sun, in its completely flat position (but don’t forget your sun cream!)

The iconic Pop up
At the beginning of the 1990s the brand decided to refresh its furniture range to attract a younger market,
and this is when the Pop Up was born. What is clever about it? The “umbrella-style” folding which makes it
compact and light when folded. In addition, its fabric can be removed and changed to suit your tastes.
The Pop Up, an English name that suggests instant unfolding, has quickly become an iconic model.
Increasingly considered as a true decorative object, this chair with its timeless, lounge look continues to be
popular with young and old alike. The clever design is meant for everyone, whether you are a student in a
tiny 15m2 space, or a large family. Today, its big brother continues the succession, this one being called the
style chair Pop Up XL. Its wider seat offers even more comfort!

Our high-backed chairs are synonymous with comfort
Now we will introduce one of our new items for this year, the Zen-It, our latest in the range of chairs with
5 positions.
The very ergonomic back has been designed to ensure perfect support and maximum comfort in every
position, as much as for the neck as the lumbar zone. Without mentioning its aluminium frame giving it
unrivalled lightness. As for the armrests, with their pure lines and adjustability, they offer 5 seating
positions, each one more comfortable than the rest: dining position, the end of the meal, a relaxation break,
reading, and tilted back to lie down for a nap. The handle on the rear of the backrest makes it easy to carry
around.

Enjoy moments with friends or simply peace, either around a large table or alone at the bottom of the
garden ... Why not just Zen It !

Balcony & Anytime, for comfort around the table
Our brand of garden furniture has no half measures when it comes to dining comfort.

For small spaces, see our Balcony range, which is available in a wide range of colours for the essential folding
chair, why not vary your tastes around a pretty little outdoor table. This set can be used indoors as well as
outdoors, and will hide away/ get tidied away quickly because of its clever, compact folding. Maybe you live
in an apartment, you’re a student or have a small balcony? This range is perfect for you.
The Anytime range brings a touch of elegance to your living space with its beautiful selection of tables,
chairs and armchairs. Forming part of an indoor-outdoor line with chairs and tables in a contemporary style,
it is noted for its sober, timeless lines Stylish, ultra-practical, sturdy and space-saving, it will suit the family
lunch, casual drinks with friends or a candlelit dinner for two…
Our tables adjust, work together and store away easily, to suit your dining choices as well as the number of
guests.
Set up your meal however you want!

Have fun with our range of accessories!
And to finish with beautiful design, here are 3 good reasons to discover our full range of accessories all
designed for maximum comfort:
•
•
•

Change out the fabric as you wish with our range of replacement fabrics
Extend the life of your products
Make them even more comfortable and bring a little designer touch to your furniture

We will close this article with the fact that our outdoor furniture is the only brand eco-designed and
manufactured in France.

